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Moroccan Ways of Greeting 

Part 1 

 
 
Moroccan Arabic transcript:  

 
�ت )',+*(� )', greetings %$#" ا ��س :ن.�  B*'C مA@ م? ا <;ی�ت ا +'$=ة ا;م9ی7#"؟)'6$ ),5(� ا 4ي؟ 1#0 ح

� ا E@م :ب)+Eن �� �KE" ل III ا '$#�ت و; آ#+( III , "�م=ی �5#�ء ;ن(K 61 ا =ار ا N)+ ��ي 9Pق 1Q*% 6�,9ة و ی#Kآ III

  "R*'Cم S7  م و@E*III =6 واحT 6*U N*E% 6V% 0 ان اذا#*U رف��دي نU N*E*6 و =ا +',[ \�( �� ی+7�[ +1,  مA@ ان

N)+ ا S7  و ��b?... آ�ن نE*+< س@م )� #=, نU N*E*0 مIII S ا $�` III آ�ی�#S ا ��س أ 6 آ#=ورهT 6 ا ه< أcن . ه�ا d آ

أ 6 م',�رف , ا $�` III م� )#S ا 9.�ل )#��%(Nا 9eیQ" هcی` %Q=ر %B*'C ;ن %Q=ر %U N*E*#0 مS , 91د مS ا ,�Q% "*b=ر

 0#*U >+*Eی �� #=ان(N ح'd ه+( . @Aإ; ا 6 مgCh 0  <ح= ا +=ة أ 6 , اKح�i ]1�T ��U" ا < = مE اك اc)1 "*ی>P 6ه

 0#*U N*E#و و آcخ�1*<;د مA@ أ 6 . او; آ#U N*E*#0 مS  <.0 و S7 آ#U N*E*#0 ار)," دی�ل ا +9ات... و آ#,�Q<آ#

 = >  6*U N*Eدي ی�[ 0#*U N*E#1<ش وح= ا +=ة آ�T � هcا 61 ...ار)," , ث@ث", .<ج,واح=, ر)," دی�ل ا +9اتم

�م"U 9بp+ ا ,"Qe�م d ا "Qe�م Sت م�� �KE" ا 6 آ�\ . %dQK اخ'@1( ��ش و م)R,ن ��دي نU N*E*6 )�\ م[ �ان

"q@U ��حU , `'K�=ی[ )(i ك=�U \ان @Aم*U 6�#19,% دي��حK'` و ان\ ]i d S9 م#[ �)#*U N*Eدي ن�[ �و ان

�حK'6 أ 6 ه9q 6یK"  6آ�\ ان. .<ج ا +9ات <.0 i 6*U N*Eدي ن�[ �"*b�آ�ن خ� '6 او; U+'6 ,  او; 91د مS ا ,

e �ن$S نE*+< ا *< " ,  ا 9ا),"ث@ث" و, 1*<;د آ#E*+< ه�� و ه��. مS ه��م9ة مS ه�� و م� %K , dQK?نE*+< مS ا $�` )

  ...ه�� و م� %dQK آ�E*+0 61 ح�` واح=

  ؟kisses م� %dQK مS ال :ن

�دی" ث@ث" دی�ل III ا ا 6 آ'Q=ر %N*E مA@ ی,�6 ... }ض$`{ :بU 6ته�أ c)1 6ي , ة ه�� و .<ج ه��آ'K<س وح=, K<س

�دی"U .ن�71 u�hو ا 6 ان\ واح= م<ح ��و آ'K<س(N 61 نvR ا $�`و ا K<س�ت  %K<س )<س" وح=ة ه�Q( 6 أ . S#( �هcا م

�ت,  ,#�;ت�K ء و ا�E� ا S#( �  ...م

  *6 آ=ا ه��؟ م� ی�R,[ %,+:ن

�دي , ا E@م ث�ن6 م� )#S} ض$`{... ;,  ;:ب[ �� .=يا d آ�\ ان( 6*U @A6 ح= مT 6*U N*Eن , N*\ س�ش آ�R#آ

� .=ي اw ی9ح+0 او; آ#B آ�U N*E*6 واح= ه< 1( 6*U��م )� .=ي و ه< مS ا ,�b*" دی�ل )Q6؟ , 6 م �دی�ل ا <ا = دی

� �=ن�IIIU اح'9ام� ;ن هcي 9 آ�ن %K<س  #0 ی=ی0 واح= آK#, ه< آK#9 آ�ن )<س  #0 ی=ی0� �� #= دیQ' 6 ا <اح=  61 ا�ی,

 9#Kش واح= آ�  . 61 ا SE آ�ن %K<س  #0 ی=ی0)
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English translation: 

  
N: When talking about greetings, how do you greet? Are there things that are, for 
instance, different from the way people greet here in the USA? 
B: When it comes to greetings, in Casablanca it is different because it is a big city and 
there are people from different parts. But the most common way is to greet people by 
giving them a kiss on each cheek. For instance, I as a girl cannot kiss a boy on the cheeks, 
which is the common way. But there are people who do it. Instead, we would shake 
hands. If the person is a family member, the way of greeting is different: I could kiss 
her/him on the cheeks. The most common way for men to greet each other is by shaking 
hands, except if they have not seen each other in a long time – then they would hug each 
other or kiss each other’s cheeks, but four times instead. So, if a guy has not seen his 
friend in a long time, he would kiss him on the cheeks four times: one, two, three, four.  
N: [Inaudible question] 
B: In general, it is four in Morocco. There are still differences from one region to 
another. If I want to greet a girl whom I do not know—for example, you have a friend of 
yours and you want to introduce me to her, I would kiss her on each cheek once. But if I 
want to greet a close friend or family member, I would kiss her on one cheek once and 
three times on the other one. For boys, they kiss one on this cheek, second, third and 
fourth. But for girls, we would kiss the first one here and the rest on the other cheek.  
N: The rest of the kisses? 
B: Yes! The normal way is three kisses: one here and two here. This is the most common 
way. But if you have not seen someone in a long time, you would give them the first one 
here and the rest on the other cheek. This is the most common amongst women and girls.  
N: Do you do the same here? 
B: No, it does not work… So, if I want to greet my grandfather or someone who is old 
and in the position of my grandfather, I would kiss his hand. So, if someone is old, you 
would kiss his hand as a way of showing respect. This has been in our traditions: we 
show respect to the elders by kissing their hands. 
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